
Make a REAL difference with the 
One Great Hour of Sharing Fish Banks!
Each year we pass out the One Great Hour of Sharing fish banks, and each year  
we collect them on Palm Sunday or Easter. This year, use these simple ideas to 
demonstrate what a true difference our children’s giving makes in changing the 
world with God’s love. Using the examples from the Presbyterian Giving Catalog, 
you can make their giving tangible. 

•  Set a goal for each class to make a specific number of purchases with the collections from their banks.
•  Encourage each household to add a gift of new life to their Easter baskets.
•  Use the suggested gifts to give a thank you to your church school volunteers. (You can make a copy of  

the gift of chicks and tape it to a package of “peeps” candy as a thank-you to your teachers.) 

As we celebrate the new life found in the risen Christ, share the reality of that new life in ways that literally 
change the world. 

A Tisket A Tasket—A Clean-Up Bucket in Your Basket
Each year, families face terrible disasters like floods, hurricanes, and tornadoes. One of the 
first jobs to get their homes back into a safe place to live is the clean-up job. This Easter 
you can help others take those first steps to get their lives back after a disaster. For just $56 
you (or your church school class) can purchase a clean-up bucket through Presbyterian 
Disaster Assistance, one of the recipient programs that benefit from the One Great Hour 
of Sharing offering. Simply order item OG30001 from the Presbyterian Giving Catalog at 
presbyteriangifts.org

Better Than Peeps—This Year Give Real Chicks!
Make a sweet difference that will change people’s lives. For only $25 you can give  
a gift of a family of chickens (three females and two males) that will provide a 
family with a continuous source of food and nourishment. A high-producing  
chicken can lay one egg almost every day.  How many families can you or your 
class change for the better? You can literally put new life in their Easter by ordering 
Item OG1001 at presbyteriangifts.org
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